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PCWI International are leaders in the manufacture, certification and 

distribution of specialist measuring instruments relevent to the metals 

construction and coating industries. 
PCWI
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Materials Tested 

Timber, Plaster & 
Gyprock, etc 

Timber, Plaster & 
Gyprock, etc 

Meters Available 
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PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION 

Most Building 
materials incl 
Fibreglass & 

Concrete 
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1 I SuNeymaster I Mini Timbermaster Aquant Hygromaster 

j 
Works on Radio 

Frequency. Heavy 
duty pin probe & a 
built-in hygrometer. 

- Red Note 

/The MMS2 allows for general 
suNeying on most building 
materials & concrete. 
For more accruacy on concrete 
carry out a humidity test. Eg: drill 
holes, cover hole for approx. 24 
hours & then take a humidly 
reading with the humidity 
(hygrostick) sensor. 

Features 

Works on Radio 
Frequency. Comes 
with heavy duty pin 

probe. 

-Red Note 

Small pin probe & 
lead for pushing into 

softer woods. Will 
accommodate a 

hammer electrode 
with larger pins for 
very hard woods. 

Notes 

The SuNeymaster is very popular 
and used for suNeying by builders, 
architects, plumbers, tilers, loss 
assessors and flood restoration 
businesses. 

Heavy duty probe 
which is sturdier for 

pushing into hard 
timber. Will 

accommodate a 
hammer electrode 
with larger pins for 
very hard woods. 

Built in sensor & 
works on Radio 

Frequency. 
Measures to approx. 
20mm beneath the 

surface. 

-Red Note 

Drill holes same as 
the MMS2. 

Reads humidity in 
concrete & works 

with humidity boxes. 

The MMS2, SuNeymaster & Aquant give a wood moisture 
equivalent reading. 
This is the moisture level in any building material as if it were 
in close contact and In moisture equilibrium with wood 
expressed as a % moisture content of wood. 
In practice materials do not have to be In contact with wood. 

Anything less than 75% rH is safe 
to lay flooring or apply coatings. 

How do you convert moisture content to humidity? 
This cannot be done as each mix of concrete will have 
different moisture/humidity characteristics and it would be 
impossible to know what characterstics apply at any given 
site. Hence the use of humidity as a measurement, which is 
effectively a non-contact measurement that does not rely on 
the electrical characteristics of the mix. 

�ore than 75% is too high. 


